
Early in September, Amryt Pharma announced promising

early results from a trial of a new treatment for EB wounds.

The topical treatment is a gel named FILSUVEZ® and

reportedly has the potential to accelerate EB wound healing

significantly.

The most exciting aspects of this drug to EB patients

include firstly a shorter healing period, meaning that open

wounds

Unfortunately, it’s not quite time to go to the

pharmacy. This drug will not be commercially

available until it has undergone extensive

testing. Its approval by the Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) in the USA could take up to

a year, a period of time shortened significantly

by FILSUVEZ’s orphan drug status. An orphan

drug, defined as a drug designed to treat a rare

disease, can be fast tracked through the testing

processes to
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Breakthrough in Drug Development May Mean
Significantly Faster Healing for EB Wounds

will remain painfully sensitive to disturbance for less time. Secondly, the likelihood of

infection will be significantly less. FILSUVEZ® is the first product of its kind, and early results of

its clinical trial bring hope to EB patients and families all over the world.

Patients selected for the FILSUVEZ® trial were those with junctional and dystrophic EB — those

who have larger, weeping wounds, often recurring in the same areas. However it is hoped

that FILSUVEZ may also be useful in treating all kinds of EB wounds.

So, what is it made of? This new treatment consists mainly of sunflower oil, but its active

ingredient is Betulin, a chemical derived from bark of a birch tree. Historically used in Native

American culture for the treatment of skin irritation, it is believed to work in FILSUVEZ by

encouraging a patient’s cells to migrate into the open wound, followed by differentiation

into mature skin cells that then close the wound.

ensure it is available for patients as soon as possible. Amryt also intends to pursue an

accelerated assessment in the EU.
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Other organisations such as charities or research hospitals

also lacked the expertise and money to develop treatment.

Thus, despite the urgent need for these drugs, the drugs

and diseases themselves came to be known as orphans

as companies were not interested in adopting them.

But it’s not all bad news for orphan diseases — patient

organisations, such as Debra, play a large role in

spreading awareness and raising funds to support

patients who often pay a lot for treatment. Such

organisations also highlight to policymakers the burden of

these oft-overlooked patients, and the struggles of living

with orphan diseases, and draw inspiration from European

alliances such as the European Organisation for Rare

Diseases in terms of next steps and for patient advocacy.

The DEBRA Butterfly Run returns this year as a virtual run! This

run is a fun distance of 5km non-competitive, family-

orientated fun run with no stipulated time frame and no

specific way of run. You can run, jog, walk, swim, cycle with

In terms of the outlook for the Asian market and product pricing and accessibility, details

are scarce. Amryt’s Ken O’Reilly, Global Head for Patient Advocacy and Government Affairs,

is that further details will be shared during a scientific congress scheduled for later this

year. Anticipating this, Dr Koh, medical advisor to DEBRA Singapore and head of paediatric

dermatology at KK Hospital says: "We all look forward in anticipation to the product which

will certainly lead to better options for the treatment of our EB patients in Singapore and the

region."

What is an Orphan Disease?

Many of us in the Epidermolysis Bullosa community may have at some point heard the

term ‘orphan disease’, but don’t quite understand what it means. According to the FDA, an

orphan disease is one that affects less than 200,000 people nationwide in the United States,

diseases such as cystic fibrosis, Tourette’s, and Lou Gehrig’s disease.

Most orphan diseases are genetic, passed from parent to child, but others can be

environmental — an effect of toxic conditions.

Because orphan diseases are so rare, one of the biggest hurdles for patients with these

diseases is getting the correct diagnosis. It is not uncommon for EB patients to be

misdiagnosed with eczema, juvenile idiopathic arthritis or even hand foot and mouth

disease.

Beyond getting the right diagnosis, patients of orphan diseases will often not be able to find

treatment. Before the recent passage of rare disease laws, in the United States, patients

diagnosed with such diseases were often denied access to effective medicines because

drug development and research companies would rarely be able to profit from generating

such medicines. This leads to insufficient funding for orphan drug development.
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your family or your pet.

Your support is important to them, stay fit for a good cause!

After that, it’s simple: run or walk a distance of 5km. How

you do so is up to you — outdoors or on a treadmill, all

at once or spread over multiple days, alone or with a pet.

Simply send a screenshot of your treadmill or running

app to secretariat@debrasingapore.com, and receive

a limited edition DebraSingapore facemask in the mail.

All proceeds raised will go towards subsidising medical

expenses and wound dressings for EB patients in

Singapore. Your support is important to them, and you

can stay fit for a good cause!

These days, COVID-19 is a big concern for

everyone. The paranoia when you hear

someone coughing on the bus that you’re

on, or the annoyance at someone who

doesn’t wear their mask properly is

something we can all relate to. For EB

patients, the risk may be higher than for the

average person — open wounds or possible

infections can lead to a compromised

immune system, making them more

susceptible to any kind of virus.

Other than maintaining caloric

requirements by eating a balance of fat,

protein, and carbohydrates, oral nutrition

All you need to do is scan this QR code. You can sign up as an individual ($25), as a ‘twin’

with one friend, ($40), or as a ‘family’ in a group of 4 ($75). According to the category you

register in, you’ll receive 1, 2, or 4 limited edition DebraSingapore facemasks respectively

after you send in evidence of your run.

Tips for EB Patients in a COVID-19 World

So, as countries all over the world are coming out of lockdowns and bracing for another

possible wave of infections, what steps can EB patients take to reduce the risk? Eating the

right food, for one.

According to Colleen Vicente, a Registered Dietician at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia,

nutrition plays a big role in maintaining the immune system of EB patients, on top of

promoting growth and development as well as their overall well-being. She recommends

an anti-inflammatory diet consisting of high fibre foods, healthy fats, and lean protein. For

our Singaporean readers, this might include sliced fish soup or a healthier bowl of Yong

Tau Foo, some delicious ban mian, or Chinese herbal soup.
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supplements such as rich in fibre, vitamins

and minerals like Vitamins D and B12 that

play a role in maintaining a healthy system.

One of the main takeaways, for EB and non

EB patients alike, is to focus on fresher and

less processed foods.
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Debra International is currently developing a Clinical Practice Guideline (CPG) on Nutrition

for individuals living with EB. In the meantime, for more information, access this link

(shorturl.at/lwJZ9) for general nutrition tips and this link (shorturl.at/dBJ14) for nutrition tips

specific to infants and children with EB.
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